
On Biases of Biased Polar Questions in Japanese  
Introduction: Negative polar questions (NPQs) convey various flavors of the questioner’s 
biases (Ladd 1981, Romero & Han 2004, a.o.). Although biases associated with Japanese NPQs 
of the form p-nai? have been analyzed in formal linguistics (Hara & Kawahara 2012; Ito & 
Oshima forthcoming, Sudo 2013, a.o.), ones involved in another form of NPQs, p-janai?, have 
not been paid much attention. In this paper, I first point out that the two forms of NPQs, p-nai? 
and p-janai?, are similar yet distinct. I then propose a kind of the questioner’s epistemic bias 
with regard to the addressee’s accessibility to the information needed to answer the question. I 
show that this epistemic bias is carried by p-nai?, but not by p-janai?.  
NPQs in Japanese: In (1), two forms of NPQs in Japanese are exemplified. The first type of 
NPQs, p-nai?, ends with -nai ‘not’ and is pronounced with a rising intonation. Another type, 
p-janai?, ends with -janai which is a contracted form of de-wa-nai (de: copular, wa: topic marker, 
nai: negation) and is also pronounced with a rising intonation. (Note that -janai is preceded by a 
nominalizer n and the presence/absence of this nominalizer affects the interpretation, which I 
will not discuss in this paper.) It has been observed that Japanese NPQs have different biases 
according to the intonation (Hara & Kawahara 2012, Ito & Oshima forthcoming). This paper 
focuses on NPQs in which the speaker is biased toward a positive answer. NPQs of this type 
license a positive polarity item such as dare-ka “someone”, as demonstrated in  (2). Note that in 
both of the forms, the speaker has a bias toward p (e.g., in (1) ‘That is expensive’). This is one 
type of bias carried by both of the NPQs. Following Sudo, I call this Epistemic bias: In p-nai? 
and p-janai?, the speaker has a bias toward p. To put differently, in terms of the subjective 
probability, the speaker’s degree of belief is at least above chance (Lewis 1986).  
Issue: The two forms, p-nai? and p-janai?, however, show a contrast in a context such as (3). 
The crucial aspect of this context is that the speaker has a belief that the addressee does not have 
or cannot have access to the information regarding the answer for the question (whether or not 
the cherry trees at ICU are blooming). In this context, p-nai? is infelicitous, while p-janai? is fine. 
In contrast, when the speaker believes that the addressee has had or can have access to the 
information for the answer to the question, p-nai? as well as p-janai? is felicitous. This is 
illustrated in (4). The only difference between (3) and (4) is the speaker’s belief about the 
addressee’s accessibility to the information for the answer to the question. In (3), the speaker has 
a belief that the addressee has no idea about the cherry tress at ICU and also the speaker assumes 
that there is no way for the addressee to have access to the information immediately (since A is 
far way from ICU). Contrary, in (4), the speaker assumes that the addressee has seen or is able to 
see the cherry trees.  
Proposal: Here, I propose that only p-nai? carries another epistemic bias, which. I call 
Accessibility bias: The speaker has a belief that the addressee has had or can immediately have 
access to the information for the answer to the question. Hence, p-nai? in (3) is infelicitous. 
Importantly, this bias is rooted in the speaker’s private belief. When the speaker does not 
consider that the addressee has had the information or is in a position where she can access the 
information, p-nai? is uttered infelicitously, whereas p-janai? is fine. (5) demonstrates this point. 
If the speaker does not have a belief that the addressee went to ICU and she has the information 
about the cherry trees at ICU, p-nai? is no longer felicitous. Since p-janai? does not carry 
accessibility bias and only carries a positive epistemic bias, its use is wider than that of p-nai? 
which carries both accessibility and positive epistemic bias.   
Conclusion: The present analysis sheds light on the flavors of bias that p-nai? and p-janai? have. 
Accessibility bias as well as Epistemic bias characterizes the two forms of NPQs. 



(1) a. Sore   takaku-nai?   
  that   expensive-NEG   
  ‘Isn’t that expensive?’   
  
 b. sore  takai-n-janai?     
  that  expensive-NML-JANAI   
  ‘Isn’t that expensive?’ 

 (2) a. Dare-ka  ko-nai?   
  who-KA  come-NEG  
  ‘Isn’t someone coming?’ 
  
 b. Dare-ka  kuru-n-janai? 
  who-KA  come-NML-JANAI 
  ‘Isn’t someone coming?’

 
(3) Context: S(peaker) and A(ddresee) are at home and are listening to the news which says that 

cherry trees have now come into bloom in most parts of Japan. S assumes that A has not 
been to ICU for a long time and asks: 
a. S: #ICU-no  sakura   saite-nai? 

 ICU-DET cherry.tree bloom-NEG 
 b. S: ICU-no   sakura   saiteru-n-janai? 
   ICU-DET  cherry.tree bloom-NML-JANAI 
    ‘Aren’t the cherry trees at ICU blooming?’ 
 
(4) Context: S is at home and is listening to the news which says that cherry trees have now 

come into bloom in most parts of Japan. S knows that A is at ICU right now and S is calling 
A and asks: 
a. S: ICU-no   sakura   saite-nai? 

ICU-DET  cherry.tree bloom-NEG 
 b. S: ICU-no   sakura   saiteru-n-janai? 
   ICU-DET  cherry.tree bloom-NML-JANAI 
    ‘Aren’t the cherry trees at ICU blooming?’ 
 
(5) Context: S has heard the news which said that cherry trees had now come into bloom in 

most parts of Japan. A has just retuned to home. S assumes that A went to ICU today and 
asks: 
a. S: ICU-no   sakura   saite-nakat-ta? 

ICU-DET  cherry.tree bloom-NEG-PAST 
 b. S: ICU-no   sakura   saite-ta-n-janai? 
   ICU-DET  cherry.tree bloom-PAST-NML-JANAI 
    ‘Weren’t the cherry trees at ICU blooming?’ 
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